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Chairman Corker, Ranking Member Cardin, members of this distinguished committee,
and committee staff, thank you for the opportunity to testify.
The terrorism threat posed by the Islamic State is real but at times exaggerated and even
more frequently misunderstood. From the Islamic State’s peak in 2015, the group suffered
numerous setbacks, losing much of its territory in Syria and Iraq while most of its so-called
“provinces” elsewhere in the Muslim world also lost territory or stagnated. The Islamic State,
however, has demonstrated the capability to launch a range of deadly terrorist attacks in Europe,
Asia, and elsewhere, some orchestrated by the group’s senior leaders and others carried out by
low-level supporters. “Lone Wolves,” individuals embracing the Islamic State’s call for violence
but largely acting alone, have also attacked the United States. Fortunately, the United States has
proven less vulnerable than many of its allies due to its geographic distance from the conflict, the
small number of Americans who sympathize with the group, an American-Muslim community
that works well with law enforcement, disruption of the Islamic State’s infrastructure abroad, and
aggressive security service action at home. Nevertheless, we should expect at least some level of
jihadist terrorism against the United States and especially Europe in the years to come.
The Islamic State poses a direct danger to U.S. interests in the Middle East. The Islamic
State has made a home in warring or ungoverned areas of the greater Middle East, exploiting
conflict and weak governance in Afghanistan, Egypt, Libya, and elsewhere. The Islamic State
and other jihadist groups feed on civil wars, making them more brutal, more deadly, and harder
to resolve. These wars and their associated terrorism further decrease stability in the Middle East,
posing a threat to regional U.S. allies and U.S. interests.
Although U.S.-led advances against the Islamic State’s base in Iraq and Syria will likely
continue, the United States is not fully prepared for the group’s defeat. After losing control of
key territory, the Islamic State may repeat its previous actions when the U.S.-led surge brought
its predecessor organization in Iraq to the edge of defeat: go underground, disrupt politics in
these countries, wage an insurgency, and then come roaring back. Current local allies in Iraq and
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Syria are unprepared to govern and conduct effective counterinsurgency operations, while the
very identity of long-term U.S. allies are unclear as Washington lacks a durable coalition in Iraq,
let alone in Syria. Nor are American regional or Western allies prepared for the likely diaspora of
returning foreign fighters.
President Donald J. Trump has continued several positive counterterrorism policies but
also undertaken initiatives that risk aggravating the terrorism problem. The administration has
improved relations with important allies like Saudi Arabia and continued the military campaign
that began under former President Barack Obama, which is steadily driving the Islamic State
from its strongholds in Iraq and Syria. However, the administration’s anti-Muslim rhetoric and
policies will likely alienate some American Muslims, increasing the risk of radicalization and
discouraging cooperation between these communities and police and intelligence services. In
addition, the administration’s blanket embrace of the Saudi position in the Middle East will
heighten sectarianism, which feeds the Islamic State. Finally, declines in foreign aid, the State
Department budget, and national security personnel diminish U.S. diplomacy and the United
States’ ability to resolve conflicts, which are necessary for fighting the Islamic State and
preventing it from spreading to new areas.
The remainder of my statement has three sections. I first provide an overview of the
Islamic State threat and why I judge the danger to the U.S. homeland to be real but manageable
but the danger to be Europe and especially the Middle East far greater. Second, I describe several
problems that I believe will likely manifest in the current administration’s unfolding
counterterrorism policy. In the third section, I offer recommendations for U.S. counterterrorism
policy.

Understanding the Threat
The Islamic State poses a real but manageable threat to the U.S. homeland. Since the
September 11th attacks, 95 Americans have died in jihadist-related attacks in the United States.
The two deadliest attacks, in San Bernardino in 2015 and in Orlando in 2016, which together
killed 63 Americans, involved individuals who claimed some allegiance to the Islamic State but
acted independently of the group – often referred to as “Lone Wolves.”
Although any death from terrorism is unacceptable, it is worth noting several positive
aspects of these numbers. First, the number of deaths – 95 – is far lower than many experts, both
inside and outside of government, predicted. Second, the individuals involved in both the
Orlando and San Bernardino attacks did not travel abroad to fight with the Islamic State, were
not controlled by Islamic State leaders, and their violence seemed to mix personal and
psychological issues with traditional terrorism, suggesting they might have embraced violence
for other reasons had the Islamic State not existed. Third, although their targets – a workplace
holiday party in a community center and a gay nightclub – show they might strike anywhere,
they are hardly the high-profile, well-guarded targets that gained Al Qaeda popularity. Fourth,
deaths from terrorism and terrorist plots on the U.S. homeland in the post-9/11 era are often
below levels for the pre-9/11 era.
Multiple factors likely explain this relatively low level of violence. First, senior U.S.
officials overestimated the number of radicals in the United States after 9/11 when they spoke of
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thousands of Al Qaeda terrorists in the United States.1 Second, the American Muslim community
regularly works with law enforcement, leading to many arrests. As former FBI Director James
Comey explained, "They do not want people committing violence, either in their community or
in the name of their faith, and so some of our most productive relationships are with people who
see things and tell us things who happen to be Muslim.”2 Almost half of all tips on potential
extremist individuals come from the American Muslim community.3 (Indeed, a member of the
local Muslim community reported the Pulse nightclub shooter to the FBI before the attack.)
Additionally, U.S. efforts abroad, notably targeting terrorist leaders in their sanctuaries,
exacerbates the leaders’ ability to organize, train, and plot attacks, particularly “spectaculars”
that require years to plan and orchestrate. This disruption also hinders the group from accessing
the United States. Finally, the massive increase in funding and aggressiveness of the FBI and
foreign-oriented intelligence agencies enabled a broader effort to disrupt potential attackers,
foreign fighters, and other radicals. Global intelligence cooperation in particular resulted in the
identification and disruption of numerous potential terrorist plots. Similarly, the FBI’s efforts at
home, while at times leading to arrests of individuals who had little or no chance of conducting
an attack, led to the early disruption of some plots that might have killed many people.
Europe presents a grimmer situation, however, as demonstrated by recent attacks in
London, Manchester, Nice, Paris, and elsewhere. In Europe, there are more radicalized Muslims
relative to their overall population, as suggested by the dramatically higher number of foreign
fighters from European states relative to their populations. Indeed, if we were to count only
European Muslims as citizens (i.e. to focus on the relative percentage of Muslims radicalized),
Europe would have a higher number of foreign fighters in Syria per capita than any Arab
country.4 In addition, many European Muslims integrate poorly into their broader communities,
which discourages them from cooperating with intelligence and law enforcement services.
Furthermore, jihadis and returning foreign fighters from Iraq and Syria can more easily travel to
Europe than the United States based on distance alone. Finally, European intelligence services
vary in skill: some, including France and the United Kingdom, are highly skilled while others,
such as Belgium, are under-resourced and less capable of responding to terrorism threats.
Even in Europe, however, the situation is often less dire than commonly portrayed.
Europe experienced considerable acts of terrorism in the pre-9/11 era. By most analyses, the
European terrorism problem in the 1970s and 1980s was significantly worse than it is today.
State sponsors like Iran and Libya, nationalist groups like the Provisional Irish Republican Army
and Basque separatists, and left-wing groups like Greece’s November 17 all carried out
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numerous attacks that killed hundreds of Europeans. Indeed, the biggest terrorist attack in the
modern era in Europe occurred in the pre-9/11 era: the bombing of Pan Am 103 over Lockerbie,
Scotland in 1988 that killed 270 people.5
The Islamic State, Al Qaeda, and the broader jihadist movement pose a yet bigger threat
in the Middle East. These groups did not cause the civil wars in Iraq, Libya, Syria, and Yemen,
but they have exacerbated them, transforming local struggles based on parochial grievances to
wars with a strong jihadist component. In addition, the Islamic State introduced especially
bloody and horrific tactics, such as beheadings, and enforced a grim and brutal interpretation of
Islamic law in areas that they control. Furthermore, the group uses massive amounts of terroristtype tactics in war: they claimed over 100 suicide attacks in Iraq and Syria in May 2017 alone.
The Islamic State’s horrific violence complicates negotiations as they are not an acceptable voice
at the negotiating table yet remain a force on the ground. In addition, they further complicate
negotiations by trying to regionalize or internationalize local conflicts. For example, the Islamic
State’s province in Gaza downed a Russian airplane in 2015, and the central Islamic State
reportedly carried out terrorist attacks in Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and Lebanon. In addition
to being deadly, these attacks often degrade politics in these countries, lead to additional
meddling in the Syria conflict, or otherwise worsen regional stability and hurt U.S. interests in
the region.
The Islamic State’s loss of territory in Iraq and Syria has dramatic implications for the
terrorism threat. In the long-term, this loss of ground is good news and will deprive it of a haven
in which to recruit, organize, and plan attacks. In addition, part of the group’s appeal was that it
successfully defied the world to “create” a true Islamic State – claims that are now easy to refute.
Not surprisingly, the number of foreign volunteers joining the group plummeted in the last year,
and its budget, which relies heavily on “taxing” local territory, also declined. 6
This loss of territory and resources, however, increases the Islamic State’s desire to
conduct international terrorism. The group has long prioritized creating, maintaining, and
expanding an Islamic State; but as this goal becomes impossible, it will require high-profile
actions to stay relevant. International terrorism offers a means to strike its enemies and prove to
potential supporters that the group remains active and deserves their backing. Thus, it is
unsurprising that the group has conducted more international attacks as it has suffered setbacks
and shifted from urging its followers to act at home instead of traveling to Syria. This pattern
may also apply to its so-called provinces that might focus internationally as their local ambitions
fail.
Increased “Lone Wolf” attacks are particularly likely. The trend towards “Lone Wolf”
attacks has grown: although the absolute number of attacks remain low, the scholar Ramon
Spaaij found that the number of “Lone Wolf” attacks since the 1970s grew nearly 50 percent in
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the United States and by more than 400 percent in the other countries he surveyed.7 The Internet
and social media explain part of this increase as both aid the Islamic State in inspiring
individuals to act in its name. In addition, as New York Times reporter Rukmini Callimachi
discovered, the Islamic State used social media to provide at least limited guidance to many
attackers overseas, bridging the historic gap between a top-down orchestrated attack and a “Lone
Wolf” strike.8 Finally, would-be fighters who do not travel pose a danger: according to one 2015
study of the terrorist plots in the United States, 28 percent of returned foreign fighters
participated in a plot, but a staggering 60 percent of those who considered but did not attempt to
travel became involved in a terrorist plot.9
Although the Orlando attack suggests that “Lone Wolf” attacks can be bloody, most
“Lone Wolves” are incompetent; they are unlikely to succeed compared to attacks by trained
foreign fighters who return to their home countries.10 But “Lone Wolves” have a strategic impact
by altering politics in the United States and Europe, thus shattering relations between Muslim
and non-Muslim communities so vital to counterterrorism and to democracy itself. “Lone Wolf”
attacks increase Islamophobia in the West. After attacks in Paris and San Bernardino, concerns
about terrorism spiked.11 In the weeks following the Paris attacks in November 2015, London’s
Metropolitan Police Service announced that attacks targeting Muslims had tripled.12 Meanwhile
in the United States, assaults against Muslims have increased to nearly 9/11 era levels according
to analysis by the Pew Research Center based on FBI crime statistics. 13
This Islamophobia also can begin a dangerous circle. As communities become suspect,
they withdraw into themselves and become less trustful of law enforcement, which results in
providing fewer tips. In contrast, if a community has good relations with the police and society,
fewer grievances exist for terrorists to exploit and the community is more likely to point out
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malefactors in their midst. Even though he was never arrested, the attacker in Orlando came to
the FBI’s attention because a local Muslim was concerned by his behavior and reported him.14
Such problems risk fundamental changes in politics and undermine liberal democracy.
Far-right movements are growing stronger in several European countries. In the United States,
Islamophobia and fears of terrorism – despite the lower level of attacks on U.S. soil than
anticipated since the 9/11 attacks – have fueled the rise of anti-immigrant politics.

Assessing Changes in the Trump Administration
In several important areas, the Trump administration continued the policies of its
predecessors. The administration has continued the military campaign against Islamic State
forces in Iraq and Syria, although it appears to have slightly loosened restrictions on military
commanders and deployed additional forces to Syria, nearly doubling the number of previous
forces in the fight for Raqqa.15 Additionally, it maintained the coalition of states and local actors
that the Obama administration cobbled together. Furthermore, the aggressive global intelligence
campaign begun under President George W. Bush and continued under Obama remains robust.
Together such efforts have hindered Islamic State operations and steadily shrunk its territory. In
addition, the group’s various provinces have failed to expand and suffered significant blows, as
in the case of its most successful province in Libya.
In his first few months in office, however, the President has taken several steps that may
impede the struggle against jihadist terrorism. First, in his campaign rhetoric and through actions
like Executive Order 13769 (the so-called “Muslim ban”), the Trump administration is
demonizing American Muslims and damaging relations between religious communities – a
traditional source of American strength, pride, and values. Such actions increase the allure of the
Islamic State and other groups that claim that the West is at war with Islam. In addition, these
actions increase the likelihood that Muslim communities will fear the police, FBI, and other
government institutions, and thus be less likely to cooperate with them.
Overseas, President Trump embraced the Saudi perspective on the Middle East. Saudi
Arabia is an important counterterrorism partner, and the United States shares several vital
interests with the Saudi regime. Relations with the Kingdom became strained under Obama, and
President Trump’s efforts to strengthen ties should be commended. However, the Saudi
government continues to fund an array of preachers and institutions that promulgate an extreme
version of Islam, enabling the Islamic State to recruit and otherwise gain support. In addition,
Saudi Arabia promotes an anti-Shi’a agenda that harms regional stability and fosters
sectarianism, a key recruiting tool of the Islamic State. More broadly, the disdain for human
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rights as a foreign policy value adopted by the administration advances the argument that the
United States cares little about the well-being of ordinary Muslims and is uncritically on the side
of the dictatorial regimes in the Arab world.16
At home, administration officials appear highly skeptical of programs to counter violent
extremism (CVE). Many such programs are based on weak data and untested theories and
demand scrutiny and oversight.17 However, many of these programs deserve continued support
because they offer an often cheap and valuable tool to work with communities and could identify
and stop potential terrorists. In addition, the administration proposed dramatic cuts to the
already-small foreign aid budget and has not staffed the Department of State, the civilian arm of
the Department of Defense, and other key agencies. As a result, the U.S. ability to use a wholeof-government approach to combat terrorism is diminished.
Initial signs suggest that the Trump administration would respond poorly to a terrorist
attack on U.S. soil. At a time when a president should provide steady leadership, President
Trump’s record suggests he might speak or tweet too quickly, without assembling the necessary
facts or listening to the views of his advisors. His response to the London attacks earlier in June
needlessly aggravated U.S.-U.K. relations at a time when allies should come together. The
President has lost credibility among many Americans, which will cause the public to be skeptical
of his claims on the nature of any terrorist attack and necessary subsequent actions in the
aftermath of an attack.18 He may seek broad detentions or surveillance or act otherwise in ways
that might exacerbate the problem in the long-term. After 9/11, the United States detained over
one thousand Muslims, gaining almost no useful intelligence but harming relations with the
community. As Daniel Benjamin, a former senior counterterrorism official, recalled, “Repairing
the damage from that crackdown took years.”19

Recommendations for Better Fighting the Islamic State
One of the biggest challenges for the United States is preparing for the military defeat of
the Islamic State. The Islamic State is preparing to go underground and wage an insurgency, but
it will nevertheless be diminished in both stature and capabilities. Instead of relaxing pressure,
the United States must redouble its efforts. This will require crafting a sustainable coalition of
local allies in Iraq and Syria that demands resources, skill, and high-level engagement.
I have long advocated training allied forces, but this must be understood as a limited
solution rather than a cure-all. In theory, training allies seems a Goldilocks answer to many
policy questions: it is relatively low-cost, it minimizes direct risk to U.S. forces, and it helps
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reduce terrorism in the long-term when newly capable allies can police their own territory. Yet
especially in the Middle East, these efforts often fail. Despite spending nearly $300 million a
year on training programs in Iraq, Syria, and elsewhere, U.S.-trained forces have often crumbled
in the face in the adversary. 20 Regime corruption, divided societies, politicized militaries, and
other problems plague the region, and U.S. training can only move the needle slightly. 21 Limited
progress is better than no progress, but training programs must be paired with other policies.
The United States also must adopt a broader conception of counterterrorism, recognizing
the link between jihadist terrorist groups and civil wars. Resolving these wars is a strategic as
well as a humanitarian imperative. Programs for conflict resolution and sustained U.S.-led
diplomacy are vital to ameliorate the effects of civil wars. The United States must also support
allies on the front line that are vulnerable to jihadist meddling, like Jordan, as well as strengthen
nascent democracies that have a significant jihadist problem, like Tunisia.
Many of the Islamic State’s foreign fighters are likely to try to disperse. Some may go to
Islamic State provinces, while others will go to weakly governed states, such as Lebanon, and
worsen civil strife there. Still other foreign fighters may try to return to their homes in Europe,
Central Asia, and the Arab world. Washington should coordinate an international response to
identify and arrest these fighters. In addition, the United States should identify “best practices” of
all aspects of the foreign fighter problem, including: programs to dissuade individuals from
traveling in the first place, intelligence to identify fighters before and while they travel, and
security service capacity for when these fighters return. In addition, the proper laws are
necessary to govern appropriate action (and to avoid overreacting). Each country should be
evaluated according to this checklist, and potential shortfalls – legal, political, strategic, and so
on – should be assessed.
“Lone Wolves” cannot be stopped completely, but their numbers can be reduced and the
resulting threat diminished. One of the most important measures involves keeping “Lone
Wolves” lonely: the less “Lone Wolves” can interact with potential co-conspirators, especially
dangerous groups that provide direction and training, the less dangerous they will be. As such,
intelligence gathering and arrests of suspected cell leaders and targeting terrorist command and
control via drone strikes play an essential role in isolating “Lone Wolves.”
The Islamic State’s heavy reliance on social media to publicize its message and share
information with recruits is a vulnerability as well as a benefit for the group. U.S. intelligence
should continue to exploit social media to identify potential group members and to disrupt their
activities.22 Such monitoring is particularly important to identify potential “Lone Wolves” or
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individuals without a direct international connection, as online operatives may encourage them
or they may post their intentions online as a form of bragging and belonging.
One significant problem is institutionalization. Since 9/11, the executive branch has
solely executed counterterrorism policy, with some modification by the courts. One branch of
government, perhaps the most important in the long-term, has been conspicuously absent under
both parties’ leadership: the U.S. Congress. Under both Bush and Obama, new and controversial
counterterrorism instruments – targeted killings, increased domestic surveillance, aggressive FBI
sting operations, detention without trial, and so on – moved to the center of U.S.
counterterrorism efforts without significant Congressional input. In addition, the United States is
bombing the Islamic State in both Iraq and Syria with only dubious legal justification.23
The dearth of public debate and legislation, regardless of one’s opinion about the above
policies, has created the current environment, where either government lawyers engage in
legalistic gymnastics to justify programs or operations become unnecessarily restricted for lack
of clear authority. The proper participation of Congress in the policy process will put the
executive branch and the courts on a sounder footing and ensure longer-term planning for
programs to properly develop.
Resilience is another area of failure. The rise of the Islamic State and its high-profile
atrocities have fostered the perception that the terrorist threat to the U.S. homeland has
skyrocketed despite evidence to the contrary. It remains easy for a terrorist group or even some
lucky amateurs to sow fear and disrupt the nation with even minor attacks—the Boston Marathon
bombings, which killed three people, resulted in the shutdown of an entire metropolitan area
impacting the whole country. Since 9/11, protecting the U.S. homeland from mass casualty
terrorism is an understandable priority by which every president should be judged. But the post9/11 standard is not simply to avoid mass casualty attacks but rather to stop all attacks on
Americans everywhere – an impossibly high bar. For today’s Americans, this high bar seems
obvious, but it was not the standard for previous presidents: President Ronald Reagan suffered
no major political penalty (and people rightly perceive him as tough on terrorism) despite
Hizballah attacks on U.S. Marines and diplomats in Lebanon that killed hundreds and the death
of 270 people from Libya’s downing of Pam Am 103 in 1988. The current American public will
not accept that small attacks are difficult to prevent and that a low level of terrorism at home
demonstrates success, not failure.
It is my hope that hearings such as these can both identify counterterrorism weaknesses
that must be corrected and also educate the public that even the best counterterrorism policies
cannot completely end this scourge.
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